If you run into problems or have questions about your installation, we also have a video on our
youtube channel showing the installation procedure.

Hardware placement and mounting instructions for
Honda Pioneer 1000
Step one: Remove the factory plastic skid plates from the machine. These
parts and the hardware will not be reused. The plastic CV boot guards that
mount to the front brake calipers will be left in position.
Step two: Mount the 924M plate to the machine using the supplied cup
washers and bolts. Towards the front of the plate one of the mounting points
is recessed. In this location you will use a cup washer, the supplied spacer
and the supplied 6x40 hex bolt. On the rear of the plate there is one spot that
you will mount using the supplied clamp and an 8x50 torx bolt and washer. It
is recommended to use anti seize on this mount. After all of the bolts are
started leave this plate loose for now.
Step three: Mount the 924R plate to the machine using 4) cap washers and
bolts. The rear mounts use the 700-37 nut plate and 8x35 torx bolts and
washers. Use anti seize on these mounts as well. If you are installing our
hybrid overlay system leave these mounts out for now, as they are a common
mount for the plastic overlay. Leave this plate loose for now.
Step four: Install the 924T plate using 4) 10x20 bolts and washers. The rear
mounts use an 8x70 bolt with a washer, a fender washer and a nylock nut.
Take the bolt with a washer and run it through the plate and frame, take the
fender washer slide it over the bolt followed by the nut. Do this for both sides
leaving them loose for now. If you are installing our hybrid over lay these are
also common mounts so leave these out for now. Also if you are installing the
hybrid system, you need to drill out the sheet metal behind the top three
inserts for clearance. The hole size is not critical. Anything from 5/16 to ½
inch will suffice.
Step five: Square up and tighten down all three plates you have mounted so
far.
Step six: The very top mounts for the 924T plate need to be drilled out. Match
drill through the sheet metal with the skid in place. Use an 11/32 (.344) up to
a 3/8 (.375) drill bit to drill these locations. After your holes are drilled, secure
these mounts with the 8x30 bolts, with two washers. One on the front side
and one on the rear, followed with the nuts. Tighten these mounts.
Step seven: The 924FB plates mount using 4) “B” clamps. Put the plate into
position to see where you need to place the clamps. The two outer clamps
need to be slid under the plastic body work of the machine. The rear inboard
clamp needs to also be installed before the plate is mounted. Get the plate
mounted loosely, and insert the front clamp through the large hole in the
plate and around the tube. If you need to move your clamps to line up with
the holes, you can get to them through the large holes next to each clamp.
Adjust the plate for the best fit and tighten all of the bolts. This is the same
procedure for both sides.

Step eight: Keeping the stock plastic boot guards in place, mount the front a
arm skid (924AF) using 4) 1” clamps and bolts. When installing our a arm
skids, it is very important to check your clearance to the plate. Turn the wheel
to full lock in both directions and confirm you have clearance with the wheel
turned in both directions. Once the plate is where it needs to be you can
tighten the plate down. This is the same procedure for both sides of the
machine.
Step nine: The rear a arm skids mount using 4) 826 clamps and bolts. The
mounting procedure for these is pretty much the same as the front a arm
skids. Check and confirm you have clearance and tighten all of the bolts. This
is the same for both sides.

